
I. DRIFT CHAMBER PERFORMANCE

A. Track reconstruction

The track reconstruction chain in BRAHMS drift chambers based on 4 procedures:
a) combining hits in the same view to form so called “combined hits,

b) creating of the initial 2D tracks in x and y view,

c) combining x and y 2D tracks to form 3D tracks,

d) clean up of 3D tracks by matching them to combined hits from stereo angle views (u and v).
Procedures a) to d) define set of combined hits associated with a given reconstructed track. The track parameters

are finally determine by fitting a straight line simultaneously to all associated hits ( in x, y, u and v views).
The hit combining procedure is illustrated on Fig. 1,
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FIG. 1. Illustration of hit combination procedure. The example shows one track hitting two same view planes with wire positions

staged by 1/4 of the cell length.

which show two planes of the same view staged by 1/4 of the cell length. Triangles and filled dots represent anode
and cathode wires, respectively. Due to left-right hand ambiguity a single track penetrating the planes produces four
hits (indicated by crosses): ul1 and ur1 in the first plane and ul2 and ur2 in the second plane. To be combined to one
hit (presented by star) the primary hits have to fulfilled a following conditions: |u1 − u2| < 3σ + 1.5Θmax, where σ
represents single plane position resolution and Θmax is a maximum angle between track and direction perpendicular to
plane (maximum track slope). The term 1.5Θmax makes the conditions less restrictive due to track slope distribution.
The parameter Θmax has been chosen to not suppressed track origination from the reaction zone and in the same
time to suppressed background tracks that hit chamber at larger angles. This procure leads to disentangle of the
left-right hand ambiguity and reduces the number of primary hits by factor of about four by replacing them by one
combined hit. Table ?? shows average numbers of primary and combined hits in x - view planes if T4 detector for
0− 5% central Au+Au and Cu+Cu reactions

√
sNN = 200 GeV and for p+p reaction at the same energy.

Initial x and y 2D tracks are created by connecting same (x or/and y) view combined hits from the different modules
with the straight lines, as illustrated in Fig. 2. To minimize the loses in the efficiency due to missing hits in a given
module 2D tracks are created for 3 combinations of two modules: I↔ III, I↔ II and II↔ III, where e.g. symbol I↔
III indicates combination of hits from I and III module. For each combination the created track lines are extrapolated
in to the remaining module and if the matched hit is found it is added to the list of hits associated with a given track.
The matching criterion is similar to that used in hit combining procedure: |uextr − ux,y| < 3σc + 3σauzextr , here
the term containing Θmax is replaced by term containing track slope resolution, 3σau, multiplied by the distance of
extrapolation, zextr. σc is combined hit position resolution which is σ/

√
2 for double combined hits and σ/

√
3 for

triple combined hits (x and y views of T3).
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FIG. 2. 2D tracks is one (x or y) view. n1 and n2 refer to number of combined hits (see Fig. 1).

At the end this procedure can create large number of clone tracks (with the identical hit list). These tracks are
then cleaned up. The numbers of 2D tracks after the clean up procedure are ≈ nI × nIII where nI and nIII the are
numbers of combined hits in x or y view, respectively (see table ??). Any 2D track has to ave at least two x and at
least two y view associated hits, so in the other word, maximum 1 missing hit is allowed in the main views.

In the next step all x and y view 2D tracks are combined to 3D tracks. The 3D track is represented by two
parametric equations:

{
x = axz + xo 2D track in x view
y = ayz + yo 2D track in y view,

where ax and ay denote track slopes in x and y view, respectively and xo and yo is a detector mid-plane (z = 0)
crossing point. The number of initial 3D tracks is given by formula N3D ≈ nI × nIII ×mI ×mIII , n and m refer
to number of combined hits in x and y view, respectively, and the supper scripts indicate the module number. The
values of N3D are usually very large (about 1296 for central AuAu reactions) because all possible combinations of x
and y view are considered. To remove a fake combinations each 3D track is matched to stereo angles hits detected
in u and v view in each of tree module. The same matching criterion as that for 2D extrapolated tracks is used,
and maximum 2 combined hits (out of 6) is allowed to be missing, which is rather arbitrary criterion, but was found
to work very well for brahms experimental condition. The distribution of associated hits is presented in Fig. 3 for
T3 detector (left panel) and for T4 detector (right panel). The most extreme working condition namely the central
Au+Au reactions (dashed line) and the most friendly working conditions, p+p reactions (solid line), are presented.
It is seen that (should have the figures first).
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FIG. 3. Associated hit multiplicity distribution for T3 detector (left panel) and for T4 detector (right panel). Black and red collored

histograms corespond to p+p at
√
sNN = 200 GeV and to 0− 10% central Cu+Cu

√
sNN = 200 GeV, respectively.

To determine final track parameters (see eq. ??) simultaneous fit to all associated hits is applied. If two tracks
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share more than 5 combined hits the one with larger χ2 value is removed. The average multiplicities of final local DC
tracks are shown in table ??.

B. Calibration performance

The time to position dependence is obtained from the time distribution, dN/dt [?] :

dN

dt
=
dN

dx

dx

dt
=
dN

dx
υ(t) (1)

where υ(t) is the drift velocity and dN/dx is the density of events detected along the x coordinate. Hence, if the beam
has a uniform distribution in space, the time distribution dN/dt is proportional to the drift velocity υ(t). Therefore
the integral of dN/dt reproduces x = x◦ + x(t) relationship, where x◦ depends on the trigger pulse delay and the
real position of a wire. This method requires the uniformity of the beam over the transverse dimension of the cell
(10 mm in this case) and this condition was fulfilled during the test. However the absolute calibration of the time to
space scales is provided by the assumption that the longest recorded drift time, tmax, corresponds to the geometrical
maximum drift distance, xmax (anode and cathode separation). In general this is not fulfilled and in order to solve
this serious obstacle a new procedure described in the subsection V.C. was introduced. This absolute calibration
relies on the relation between the time and space scales and consists in the indirect determination of the average drift
velocity.

C. Efficiency
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